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Abstract. Thepaperreviewstherecentprogressonwavetur-
bulence for magnetized plasmas (MHD, Hall MHD and elec-
tron MHD) in the incompressible and compressible cases.
The emphasis is made on homogeneous and anisotropic tur-
bulence which usually provides the best theoretical frame-
work to investigate space and laboratory plasmas. The solar
wind and the coronal heating problems are presented as two
examples of application of anisotropic wave turbulence. The
most important results of wave turbulence are reported and
discussed in the context of natural and simulated magnetized
plasmas. Important issues and possible spurious interpreta-
tions are also discussed.
1 Introduction
“The statistical evolution of interacting dispersive waves
presents a solvable problem and is free of the closure difﬁ-
culties associated with the theory of turbulence.” – Benney
and Newell (1967).
Wave turbulence is the study of the long-time statistical
behavior of a sea of weakly nonlinear dispersive waves (Za-
kharov et al., 1992; Newell et al., 2001). The energy trans-
fer between waves occurs mostly among resonant sets of
waves and the resulting energy distribution, far from a ther-
modynamic equilibrium, is characterized by a wide power
law spectrum and a high Reynolds number. This range of
wavenumbers – the inertial range – is generally localized be-
tween large scales at which energy is injected in the system
(sources) and small scales at which waves break or dissipate
(sinks). Pioneering works on wave turbulence date back to
the sixties when it was established that the stochastic ini-
tial value problem for weakly coupled wave systems has a
natural asymptotic closure induced by the dispersive nature
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of the waves and the large separation of linear and nonlin-
ear time scales (Benney and Saffman, 1966; Benney and
Newell, 1967, 1969). In the meantime, Zakharov and Filo-
nenko (1966) showed that the wave kinetic equations derived
from the wave turbulence analysis (with a Gaussian Ansatz
applied to the four-point correlations of the wave amplitude)
have exact equilibrium solutions which are the thermody-
namic zero ﬂux solutions but also – and more importantly –
ﬁnite ﬂux solutions which describe the transfer of conserved
quantities between sources and sinks. The solutions, ﬁrst
published for isotropic turbulence (Zakharov and Filonenko,
1966; Zakharov, 1967) were then extended to anisotropic tur-
bulence (Kuznetsov, 1972).
Wave turbulence is a very common natural phenomenon
with applications, for example, in capillary waves (Kol-
makov et al., 2004; Abdurakhimov et al., 2008), gravity
waves (Falcon et al., 2007), superﬂuid helium and processes
of Bose-Einstein condensation (Kolmakov et al., 1995; Lvov
et al., 2003), nonlinear optics (Dyachenko et al., 1992), in-
ertial waves (Galtier, 2003; Morize et al., 2005) or Alfv´ en
waves (Galtier et al., 2000; Kuznetsov, 2001; Chandran,
2005). The most important difference between plasmas and
incompressible neutral ﬂuids is the plethora of linear waves
supported by the former. The direct consequence is that in
weakly nonlinear plasmas the fundamental entities are waves
rather than the eddies of strong turbulence (Kolmogorov,
1941; Krommes, 2002). Anisotropic turbulence is particu-
larly well adapted to describe natural magnetized plasmas
since a magnetic ﬁeld is often present on the largest scale
of the system, like in the inner interplanetary medium where
the magnetic ﬁeld lines form an Archimedean spiral near the
equatorial plane (Goldstein and Roberts, 1999), at the solar
surfacewherecoronalloopsandopenmagneticﬂuxtubesare
found (Cranmer et al., 2007) or in planetary magnetospheres
where shocks are found (Sahraoui et al., 2006).
In the present paper, a review is made on wave turbulence
for magnetized plasmas which are described by the magneto-
hydrodynamics (MHD) approximation in the incompressible
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and compressible case. The role played by the Hall term
is discussed through the Hall MHD description as well as
its small-scale limit of electron MHD. Physical motivations
for developing wave turbulence theories are given in Sect. 2
where we ﬁrst describe multiscale solar wind turbulence, and
then present the coronal heating problem. In Sect. 4, the
wave turbulence formalism is exposed with the basic ideas
to derive the wave kinetic equations. Section 5 deals with the
results obtained under different approximations (MHD, Hall
MHD and electron MHD) in the incompressible and com-
pressible case. Finally we conclude with a discussion in the
last Section.
2 Waves and turbulence in magnetized plasmas
Waves and turbulence are ubiquitous in astrophysical plas-
mas. TheirsignaturesarefoundintheEarth’smagnetosphere
(Sahraoui et al., 2006), the solar corona (Chae et al., 1998),
the solar wind (Bruno and Carbone, 2005) or the interstellar
medium (Elmegreen and Scalo, 2004; Scalo and Elmegreen,
2004). These regions are characterized by extremely large
(magnetic) Reynolds numbers, up to 1013, with a range of
available scales from 1018m to a few meters.
2.1 Multiscale solar wind
Extensive investigations are made, in particular, in the inter-
planetary medium (and in the Earth’s magnetosphere which
is not the subject discussed here) where many in situ space-
crafts measurements are available. The solar wind plasma is
found to be in a highly turbulent state with magnetic and ve-
locity ﬂuctuations detected from 10−6 Hz up to several hun-
dred Hz (Coleman, 1968; Roberts et al., 1987; Leamon et
al., 1998; Smith et al., 2006). The turbulent state of the so-
lar wind was ﬁrst suggested in 1968 (Coleman, 1968) when
a power law behavior was reported for energy spectra with
spectral indices lying between −1 and −2 (with the use
of the Taylor “frozen-in ﬂow” hypothesis). More precise
measurements revealed that the spectral index at low fre-
quency (<1Hz) is often about −1.7 which is closer to the
Kolmogorov prediction (Kolmogorov, 1941) for neutral ﬂu-
ids (−5/3) rather than the Iroshnikov-Kraichnan prediction
(Iroshnikov, 1964; Kraichnan, 1965) for magnetized ﬂuids
(−3/2). Alfv´ en waves are also well observed since 1971
(Belcher and Davis, 1971) with a strong domination of an-
tisunward propagative waves at short heliocentric distances
(less than 1 AU). Since pure (plane) Alfv´ en waves are exact
solutions of the ideal incompressible MHD equations (see
e.g., Pouquet, 1993), nonlinear interactions should be sup-
pressed if only one type of waves is present. Therefore sun-
ward Alfv´ en waves, although subdominant, play an impor-
tant role in the internal solar wind dynamics.
The variance analysis of the magnetic ﬁeld components
and of its magnitude shows clearly that the magnetic ﬁeld
vector of the (polar) solar wind has a varying direction but
with only a weak variation in magnitude (Forsyth et al.,
1996). Typical values give a normalized variance of the
ﬁeld magnitude smaller than 10% whereas for the compo-
nents it can be as large as 50%. In these respects, the in-
ner interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld may be seen as a vector ly-
ing approximately around an Archimedean spiral direction
with only weak magnitude variations (Barnes, 1981). So-
lar wind anisotropy with more power perpendicular to the
mean magnetic ﬁeld than that parallel to it, is pointed out
by data analysis (Klein et al., 1993) that provides a ratio
of power up to 30. From single-point spacecraft measure-
ments it is however not possible to specify the exact three-
dimensional form of the spectral tensor of the magnetic or
velocity ﬂuctuations. In the absence of such data, a quasi
two-dimensional model was proposed (Bieber et al., 1996)
in which wave vectors are nearly perpendicular to the large-
scale magnetic ﬁeld. It is found that about 85% of solar wind
turbulence possesses a dominant 2-D component. Addition-
ally, solar wind anisotropies is detected through radio wave
scintillations which reveal that density spectra close to the
Sun are highly anisotropic with irregularities stretched out
mainly along the radial direction (Armstrong et al., 1990).
For frequencies larger than 1Hz, a steepening of the mag-
netic ﬂuctuation power law spectra is observed over more
than two decades (Coroniti et al., 1982; Denskat et al., 1983;
Leamon et al., 1998; Bale et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2006)
with a spectral index close to −3. This new inertial range
seems to be characterized by a bias of the polarization sug-
gesting that these ﬂuctuations are likely to be right-hand po-
larized, outward propagating waves (Goldstein et al., 1994).
Various indirect lines of evidence indicate that these waves
propagate at large angles to the background magnetic ﬁeld
and that the power in ﬂuctuations parallel to the background
magnetic ﬁeld is still less than the perpendicular one (Coro-
niti et al., 1982; Leamon et al., 1998). For these reasons, it
is thought (Stawicki et al., 2001) that Alfv´ en – left circularly
polarized – ﬂuctuations are suppressed by proton cyclotron
damping and that the high frequency power law spectra are
likelytoconsistofwhistlerwaves. Thisscenarioissupported
by multi-dimensional direct numerical simulations of com-
pressible Hall MHD turbulence in the presence of an am-
bient ﬁeld (Ghosh et al., 1996) where a steepening of the
spectra was found on a narrow range of wavenumbers, and
associated with the appearance of right circularly polarized
ﬂuctuations. This result has been recently conﬁrmed numer-
ically with a turbulent cascade model (shell model) based
on 3D Hall MHD in which a well extended steeper power
law spectrum was found at scale smaller than the ion skin
depth (Galtier and Buchlin, 2007). (Note that in this cascade
model no mean magnetic ﬁeld is assumed.) However, the
exact origin of the change of statistical behavior is still un-
der debate (Markovskii et al., 2008): for example, an origin
from compressible effects is possible in the context of Hall
MHD (Alexandrova et al., 2008); a kinetic description was
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also proposed (Howes et al., 2008).
The solar wind plasma is currently the subject of a new
extensive research around the origin of the spectral break ob-
served in the magnetic ﬂuctuations. We will see that wave
turbulence may have a central role in the sense that it is a use-
ful point of departure for understanding the detailed physics
of solar wind turbulence. In particular, it gives strong results
in regards to the possible multiscale behavior of magnetized
plasmas as well as the intensity of the anisotropic transfer
between modes.
2.2 Heating of the solar corona
Although it is not easy to measure directly the coronal mag-
netic ﬁeld, it is now commonly accepted that the structure
of the low solar corona is mainly due to the magnetic ﬁeld
(Aschwanden et al., 2001). The high level of coronal ac-
tivity appears through a perpetual impulsive reorganization
of magnetic structures over a large range of scales, from
about 105 km until the limit of resolution, about one arcsec
(<726km). The origin of the coronal reorganization is cur-
rently widely studied in solar physics. Information about the
solar corona comes from spacecraft missions like SoHO or
TRACE launched in the 1990s, or from the new spacecraft
STEREO and Hinode. The most recent observations reveal
that coronal loops are not yet resolved transversely and have
to be seen as tubes made of a set of strands which radiate
alternatively. In fact, it is very likely that structures at much
smaller scales exist but have not yet been detected (see e.g.,
Warren, 2006).
Observations in UV and X-ray show a solar corona ex-
tremely hot with temperatures exceeding 106 K – close to
hundred times the solar surface temperature. These coronal
temperatures are highly inhomogeneous: in the quiet corona
much of the plasma lies near 1–2×106 K and 1–8×106 K
in active regions. Then, one of the major questions in so-
lar physics concerns the origin of such high values of coro-
nal temperature. The energy available in the photosphere –
characterized by granules – is clearly sufﬁcient to supply the
total coronal losses (Priest, 1982) which is estimated to be
104Jm−2s−1 for active regions and about one or two orders
of magnitude smaller for the quiet corona and coronal holes
where open magnetic ﬁeld lines emerge. The main issue is
thus to understand how the available photospheric energy is
transferred and accumulated in the solar corona, and by what
processes it is dissipated.
In active region loops, analyses made by spectrometers
show that the plasma velocity can reach values up to 50km/s
(Brekke et al., 1997). The highly dynamical nature of some
coronal loops is also pointed out by non-thermal velocities
reaching sometimes 50 km/s as it was revealed for example
by SoHO (Chae et al., 1998). These observations give also
evidences that the line broadening is due to motions which
arestillnotresolvedneitherinspace, withscalessmallerthan
the diameter of coronal loops, nor in time, with timescales
shorter than the exposure time of the order of few seconds.
These velocity measurements are very often interpreted as
a signature of MHD turbulence where small scales are pro-
duced naturally via a nonlinear cascade of energy. In the
light of the most recent observations, it seems fundamen-
tal to study, both theoretically and numerically, the impact
of small-scale phenomena on the coronal heating. Note that
the most recent Hinode pictures seem to show a magnetic
ﬁeld controlled by plasma turbulence at all scales in which
Alfv´ enwavesareomnipresent(seee.g.,Doscheketal.,2007;
Nishizuka et al., 2008). Thus, the turbulent activity of the
corona is one of the key issues to understand the heating pro-
cesses.
In the framework of turbulence, the energy supplied by
the photospheric motions and transported by Alfv´ en waves
through the corona is transferred towards smaller and smaller
scales by nonlinear coupling between modes (the so-called
energy cascade) until dissipative scales are reached from
which the energy is converted into heating. The main coro-
nal structures considered in such a scenario are the magnetic
loops which cover the solar surface. Each loop is basically
an anisotropic bipolar structure anchored in the photosphere.
It forms a tube of magnetic ﬁelds in which the dense and
hot matter is conﬁned. Because a strong guiding magnetic
ﬁeld (B0) is present, the nonlinear cascade that occurs is
strongly anisotropic with small scales mainly developed in
the B0 transverse planes. Most of the models published deals
with isotropic MHD turbulence (see e.g., Hendrix and Van
Hoven, 1996) and it is only very recently that anisotropy has
beenincludedinturbulentheatingmodels(BuchlinandVelli,
2007).
The latest observations show that waves and turbulence
are among the main ingredients of the solar coronal activity.
Weak MHD turbulence is now invoked has a possible regime
for some coronal loops since a very small ratio is found be-
tween the ﬂuctuating magnetic ﬁeld and the axial component
(Rappazzo et al., 2007, 2008). Inspired by the observations
and by recent direct numerical simulations of 3-D MHD tur-
bulence (Bigot et al., 2008b), an analytical model of coronal
structures has been proposed (Bigot et al., 2008c) where the
heating is seen as the end product of a wave turbulent cas-
cade. Surprisingly, the heating rate found is non negligible
and may explain the observational predictions.
The coronal heating problem also concerns the regions
where the fast solar wind is produced, i.e. the coronal holes
(Hollweg and Isenberg, 2002; Cranmer et al., 2007). Obser-
vations seem to show that the heating affects preferentially
the ions in the direction perpendicular to the mean magnetic
ﬁeld. The electrons are much cooler than the ions, with
temperatures generally less than or close to 106 K (see e.g.,
David et al., 1998). Additionally, the heavy ions become
hotter than the protons within a solar radius of the coronal
base. Ion cyclotron waves could be the agent which heats
the coronal ions and accelerates the fast wind. Naturally the
question of the origin of these high frequency waves arises.
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Amongdifferentscenarios, turbulenceappearstobeanatural
and efﬁcient mechanism to produce ion cyclotron waves. In
this case, the Alfv´ en waves launched at low altitude with fre-
quencies in the MHD range, would develop a turbulent cas-
cade to ﬁnally degenerate and produce ion cyclotron waves
at much higher frequencies. In that context, the wave tur-
bulence regime was considered in the weakly compressible
MHD case at low-β plasmas (where β is the ratio between
the thermal and magnetic pressure) in order to analyze the
nonlinear three-wave interaction transfer to high frequency
waves (Chandran, 2005). The wave turbulence calculation
shows – in absence of slow magnetosonic waves – that MHD
turbulence is a promising explanation for the anisotropic ion
heating.
3 Fully developed – wave and strong – turbulence
This review paper is devoted to wave turbulence. There-
fore, it is important to stress the difference with the so-called
strong turbulence. In this section, we will also see how the
theoretical questions addressed at the end of the 20th century
have led to the emergence of a large number of papers on
wave turbulence in magnetized plasmas and to many efforts
to characterize the fundamental role of anisotropy.
3.1 Navier-Stokes turbulence
Navier-Stokesturbulenceisbasicallyastrongturbulentprob-
lem in which it is impossible to perform (a non trivial and)
a consistent linearization of the equations against a station-
ary homogeneous background. We remind that wave turbu-
lence demands the existence of linear (dispersive) propaga-
tive waves as well as a large separation of linear and non-
linear (eddy-turnover) time scales (see e.g., Benney and
Newell, 1969). In his third 1941 turbulence paper, Kol-
mogorov (1941) found that an exact and nontrivial relation
may be derived from Navier-Stokes equations for the third-
order longitudinal structure function (Kolmogorov, 1941).
Because of the rarity of such results, the Kolmogorov’s four-
ﬁfth’s law is considered as one of the most important results
in turbulence (Frisch, 1995). Basically, the four-ﬁfth’s theo-
rem makes the following link in the physical space between
a two-point measurement, separated by a distance r, and the
distance itself (in 3-D):
−
4
5
εvr = h(v0
k − vk)3i, (1)
where hi denotes an ensemble average, the parallel direction
k is the one along the vector separation r, v is the velocity
and εv is the mean (kinetic) energy injection, transfer and
dissipation rate per unit mass. To obtain this exact result, the
assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy are made (Batche-
lor, 1953). The former assumption is satisﬁed as long as we
are at the heart of the ﬂuid (far from the boundaries) and the
latter is also satisﬁed if no external agent (like, for example,
rotation or stratiﬁcation) is present. Additionally, we need
to consider the long time limit for which a stationary state
is reached with a ﬁnite εv and we take the inﬁnite Reynolds
number limit (i.e. the viscosity ν→0) for which the mean
energy dissipation rate per unit mass tends to a ﬁnite posi-
tive limit. Therefore, the exact prediction is valid in a wide
inertial range. This prediction is well supported by the ex-
perimental data (see e.g., Frisch, 1995).
The four-ﬁfth’s law is a fundamental result used to develop
heuristic spectral scaling laws like the famous – but not ex-
act – 5/3-Kolmogorov energy spectrum. This point makes
a fundamental difference with wave turbulence where the
power law spectra found are exact solutions of the asymp-
totically exact wave turbulence equations. Nevertheless, the
term “Kolmogorov theory” is often associated to the −5/3
spectrum since there exists a theory behind in the physical
space.
3.2 Incompressible MHD turbulence
3.2.1 Strong turbulence
In the MHD case, wave turbulence is possible. The main
reason is that Alfv´ en waves are linear solutions when a sta-
tionary homogeneous background magnetic ﬁeld B0 is ap-
plied. These statements seem to be obvious for incompress-
ible MHD but we will see that the problem is more subtle
and the existence of a wave turbulence theory was the object
of many discussions basically because those waves are only
pseudo-dispersive (i.e., the frequency ω is proportional to k).
The question of the existence of an exact relation between
a two-point measurement, separated by a distance r, and the
distance itself is naturally addressed for strong (without B0)
turbulence. A positive answer was given by Politano & Pou-
quet only in 1998 (see also, Chandrasekhar, 1951) for in-
compressible MHD turbulence. The presence of the mag-
netic ﬁeld and its coupling with the velocity ﬁeld renders the
problem more difﬁcult and, in practice, we are dealing with
a couple of equations. In this case, the possible formulation
in 3-D is:
−
4
3
ε±r = h(z0
k
− − z−
k )
X
i
(z0
i
+ − z+
i )2i, (2)
where the parallel direction k is still the one along the vector
separation r, z±=v±b is the Els¨ asser ﬁelds (with b normal-
ized to a velocity ﬁeld) and ε± is the mean energy dissipation
rate per unit mass associated to the Els¨ asser energies. To ob-
tain these exact results, the assumptions of homogeneity and
isotropy are still made, and we also consider the long time
limit for which a stationary state is reached with a ﬁnite ε±
and we take the inﬁnite kinetic and magnetic Reynolds num-
ber limit (ν→0 and the magnetic diffusivity η→0) for which
the mean energy dissipation rates per unit mass have a ﬁnite
positive limits. Therefore, the exact prediction is again valid,
at ﬁrst order, in a wide inertial range. This prediction is still
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widely used in the literature to analyze space plasma data
(see e.g., Sorriso-Valvo et al., 2007; MacBride et al., 2008).
3.2.2 Iroshnikov-Kraichnan spectrum
The isotropy assumption used to derive the 4/3’s law, which
mainly appears in the development of the kinematics (Batch-
elor, 1953), is stronger for magnetized than neutral ﬂuids
since most of the situations encountered in astrophysics are
far from isotropy where a B0 magnetic ﬁeld is often present
(see Sect.2). Although this law isa fundamental result which
may be used to develop a heuristic spectral scaling law, the
role of B0 has to be clariﬁed. Indeed, we have now two time-
scales: the eddy-turnover time and the Alfv´ en time. The for-
mer is similar to the eddy-turnover time in Navier-Stokes tur-
bulenceandmaybeassociatedtothedistortionofwavepack-
ets, whereas the latter may be seen as the duration of inter-
action between two counter-propagating linear plane Alfv´ en
waves (see Fig. 1).
During a collision, there is a deformation of the wave
packets in such a way that energy is transferred mainly at
smaller scales. The multiplicity of collisions leads to the
formation of a well extended power law energy spectrum
whose index lies between −5/3 (Kolmogorov prediction)
and −3/2 (Iroshnikov-Kraichnan prediction) according to
the phenomenology used, i.e. with or without the Alfv´ en
wave effect. Note that in the Iroshnikov approach the pres-
ence of a strong magnetic ﬁeld is explicitly assumed whereas
itisnotintheKraichnan’sone. Inthelattercase, itisclaimed
that the small-scale ﬂuctuations see the large-scales – in the
sub-inertialrange–asaspatiallyuniformmagneticﬁeld. Itis
important to note that the exact isotropic prediction in phys-
ical space, Eq. (2), corresponds dimensionally to a −5/3 en-
ergy spectrum. It is therefore less justiﬁed to use the term
”theory” for the Iroshnikov-Kraichnan spectrum than for the
Kolmogorov one in Navier-Stokes ﬂows.
3.2.3 Breakdown of isotropy
The weakness of the Iroshnikov-Kraichnan phenomenology
is the apparent contradiction between the (in)direct pres-
ence of a strong uniform magnetic ﬁeld and the assump-
tion of isotropy. One of the most important difference be-
tween neutral and magnetized ﬂuids is the impossibility in
the latter case to remove a large-scale (magnetic) ﬁeld by
a galilean transform. The role of a uniform magnetic ﬁeld
has been widely discussed in the literature and, in partic-
ular, during the last decades (see e.g., Montgomery and
Turner, 1981; Shebalin et al., 1983; Matthaeus et al., 1996;
Ng and Bhattacharjee, 1996; Verma, 2004). At strong B0
intensity, one of the most clearly established results is the
bi-dimensionalization of MHD turbulent ﬂows with a strong
reduction of nonlinear transfers along B0. The consequence
is an energy concentration near the plane k·B0=0, a result il-
Fig. 1. Schematic Alfv´ en wave packets propagating along a mag-
netic ﬁeld line.
lustrated later on by direct numerical simulations in two and
three space dimensions (Shebalin et al., 1983).
The effects of a strong uniform magnetic ﬁeld may be han-
dledthroughananalysisofresonanttriadicinteractions(She-
balin et al., 1983) between the wavevectors (k,p,q) which
satisfy the relation
k = p + q, (3)
whereas the associated wave frequencies satisfy
ω(k) = ω(p) + ω(q). (4)
For incompressible MHD, the Alfv´ en frequency is
ω(k) = ±k · B0 = ±kkB0 , (5)
where k deﬁnes the direction along B0 (⊥ will be the per-
pendicular direction to B0 taken in velocity unit). The so-
lution of these three-wave resonant conditions gives for ex-
ample, qk=0, which implies a spectral transfer only in the
perpendicular direction. For a strength of B0 well above the
r.m.s. level of the kinetic and magnetic ﬂuctuations, the non-
linear interactions of Alfv´ en waves may dominate the dy-
namics of the MHD ﬂow leading to the regime of wave tur-
bulence (see Sect. 4) where the energy transfer, stemming
from three-wave resonant interactions, can only increase the
perpendicular component of the wavevectors, while the non-
linear transfers is completely inhibited along B0. The end
result is a strongly anisotropic ﬂow.
3.2.4 Emergence of anisotropic laws
Another important issue discussed in the literature is the
relationship between perpendicular and parallel scales in
anisotropic MHD turbulence (see e.g., Higdon, 1984; Gol-
dreich and Sridhar, 1995; Boldyrev, 2006). In order to take
into account anisotropy, Goldreich and Sridhar (1995) pro-
posed a heuristic model based on a critical balance between
the Alfv´ en time and the eddy-turnover time scale, respec-
tively
τA ∼ `k/B0 (6)
and
τeddy ∼ `⊥/u` , (7)
where `k and `⊥ are typical length scales parallel and per-
pendiculartoB0, andwithτA=τeddy atallinertialscales. The
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latter relation leads trivially to u`∼B0`⊥/`k. Following the
Kolmogorov arguments, one ends up with a
E(k⊥,kk) ∼ k
−5/3
⊥ (8)
energyspectrum(wherek≡(k⊥, kk)andk⊥≡|k⊥|), andwith
the anisotropic scaling law (with u2
`/τeddy=constant)
kk ∼ k
2/3
⊥ . (9)
This heuristic prediction means that anisotropy is stronger at
smaller scales.
In the same spirit, a generalization of this result has been
proposedinanattempttomodelMHDﬂowsinboththeweak
and strong turbulent regimes, as well as in the transition be-
tween them (Galtier et al., 2005). In this heuristic model, the
time-scale ratio χ=τA/τeddy is supposed to be constant at all
inertial scales but not necessarily equal to unity. The relax-
ation of this constraint enables to still recover the anisotropic
scaling law Eq. (9) which now includes B0,
kk ∼ k
2/3
⊥ /B0 , (10)
and to ﬁnd a universal prediction for the total energy spec-
trum
E(k⊥,kk) ∼ k−α
⊥ k
−β
k , with : 3α + 2β = 7. (11)
According to direct numerical simulations (see e.g., Cho
and Vishniac, 2000; Maron and Goldreich, 2001; Shaikh and
Zank, 2007; Bigot et al., 2008b), the anisotropic scaling law
between parallel and perpendicular scales Eq. (9) seems to be
a robust result and an approximately constant ratio χ, gener-
ally smaller than one, is found between the Alfv´ en and the
eddy-turnover times. This sub-critical value of χ implies
therefore a dynamics mainly driven by Alfv´ en waves inter-
actions. Note that the presence of B0 in relation Eq. (10)
shows the convergence towards wave turbulence (B0→+∞,
with respect to the ﬂuctuations) for which the parallel trans-
fer is totally frozen.
The question of the spectral indices is still a challeng-
ing problem in anisotropic turbulence (Sagaut and Cambon,
2008). The main conclusion of Bigot et al. (2008b) is that the
difﬁculty to make their measurements is generally underesti-
mated in a sense that the scaling prediction in k⊥ may change
signiﬁcantly when E(k⊥,kk) is plotted at a given kk instead
of E(k⊥): indeed, the 2-D state E(k⊥,kk=0) may play a
singular role in the dynamics with a scaling in k⊥ very dif-
ferent from the one given by the 3-D modes E(k⊥,kk>0).
This comment holds primary for direct numerical simula-
tions where technically it is currently possible to make this
distinction, observations being still far from this possibility.
This point will be further discussed in the last Section. Note
ﬁnally that all these spectral predictions suffer from rigorous
justiﬁcations and the word “theory” that we ﬁnd very often in
the literature is not justiﬁed at all. A breakthrough could be
achieved if one could develop the equivalent of an exact four-
ﬁfth’s law for anisotropic MHD turbulence. Then, a dimen-
sional derivation from this law could lead to an anisotropic
spectral prediction and in some sense, for the ﬁrst time, the
possibility of having a theoretical link between strong and
wave turbulence. To date, it is still an open issue.
3.2.5 Towards a wave turbulence theory
In view of the importance of anisotropy in natural magne-
tized plasma (see Sect. 2), Sridhar and Goldreich (1994) sug-
gested that a plasma evolving in a medium permeated by
a strong uniform magnetic ﬁeld and in the regime of wave
turbulence is characterized by four-wave nonlinear interac-
tions. The essence of wave turbulence is the statistical study
of large ensembles of weakly interacting waves via a system-
atic asymptotic expansion in powers of small nonlinearity.
This technique leads ﬁnally to the exact derivation of wave
kinetic equations for the invariants of the system like the en-
ergy spectrum (see Sect. 4). In MHD, it is the presence of a
strong uniform magnetic ﬁeld B0 that allows to introduce a
small parameter in the system, namely the ratio between the
ﬂuctuating ﬁelds and B0. The results found by Sridhar and
Goldreich in 1994 imply that the asymptotic development
has no solution at the ﬁrst order and that we need to go to the
second order to describe wave turbulence in MHD. Several
articles, at the level of the phenomenology, were published
to contest this conclusion and sustain the non trivial char-
acter of the three-wave interactions (see e.g., Montgomery
and Matthaeus, 1995; Ng and Bhattacharjee, 1996; Verma,
2004). In response, a detailed theory was ﬁnally given in
2000 (Galtier et al., 2000; Nazarenko et al., 2001; Galtier et
al., 2002) and ﬁrst signatures that may be attributed to wave
turbulence were found by Perez and Boldyrev (2008) in nu-
merical simulations of a reduced form of the MHD equa-
tions (Galtier and Chandran, 2006). The detection of the
wave turbulence regime from direct numerical simulations
of the original MHD equations is still a difﬁcult task but re-
cent progress has been made in which temporal, structural
and spectral signatures are reported (Bigot et al., 2008a,b).
Note that current efforts are also made to analyze the effects
ofotherinviscidinvariants, likethecrosshelicity, onthescal-
ing laws of wave turbulence (Lithwick and Goldreich, 2003;
Chandran, 2008).
3.3 Wave turbulence in compressible MHD
Mostoftheinvestigationsdevotedtowaveturbulencereferto
isotropic media where the well known conformal transform
proposed by Zakharov and Filonenko (1966) may be applied
to ﬁnd the so-called Kolmogorov spectra (see Sect. 4.4).
(It is interesting to note that a similar transform was used
by Kraichnan to investigate the problem of 2-D turbulence
(Kraichnan, 1967).) The effect of anisotropy in a plasma was
studied to a smaller extent. The ﬁrst example is given by
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magnetized ion-sound waves (Kuznetsov, 1972). The com-
pressible MHD case was analyzed later by Kuznetsov (2001)
for a situation where the plasma (thermal) pressure is small
compared with the magnetic pressure (small β limit). In this
case, the main nonlinear interaction of MHD waves is the
scattering of a fast magneto-acoustic and Alfv´ en waves on
slow magneto-acoustic waves. In these processes, the fast
and Alfv´ en waves act as high-frequency waves with respect
to the slow waves. To simplify the analysis, other three-wave
interaction processes that do not involve slow waves are ne-
glected.
A variant of this wave turbulence analysis in compress-
ible MHD was proposed by Chandran (2005) for small β
in which, to simplify the analysis, the slow waves are ne-
glected and a constant density is imposed. The other (math-
ematical) difference is that in the former analysis the hamil-
tonian formalism was used whereas an eulerian description
was employed in the latter case. The compressible case is
much more difﬁcult to analyze than the incompressible one
and some simpliﬁcations are necessary. To date, no general
theory – without simpliﬁcation – has been reached for com-
pressible MHD wave turbulence.
3.4 Wave turbulence in Hall and electron MHD
Modeling the physics of a plasma beyond the MHD approx-
imation, namely on spatial scales shorter than the ion iner-
tial length di (but larger than the electron inertial length de)
and time scales shorter than the ion cyclotron period 1/ωci
is a highly studied topic. Note also the existence of the gy-
rokinetic approach for weakly collisional plasmas (see e.g.,
Schekochihin et al., 2008) in which time scales are supposed
to be much larger than 1/ωci. A simple model is the elec-
tron MHD approximation (Kingsep et al.,1990) in which one
assumes that ions do not have time to follow electrons and
provide a static homogeneous background on which elec-
trons move. The electron MHD approximation is particu-
larly relevant in the context of collisionless magnetic recon-
nection where the diffusion region develops multiscale struc-
tures corresponding to ion and electron characteristic lengths
(Biskamp, 1997; Bhattacharjee, 2004; Yamada, 2007).
An important issue in electron MHD turbulence is about
the role of whistler waves in the dynamics. Biskamp et al.
(1999) argued that although whistler wave propagation ef-
fects are non negligible in electron MHD turbulence, the lo-
cal spectral energy transfer process is independent of the lin-
ear wave dispersion relation and the energy spectrum may be
predicted by a Kolmogorov type argument (Biskamp et al.,
1996; Ng et al., 2003); this numerical analysis was made for
an isotropic medium (B0=0). Dastgeer et al. (2000) inves-
tigated the turbulence regime in the presence of a moderate
background magnetic ﬁeld B0, and provide convincing nu-
merical evidence that turbulence may be anisotropic. They
argue that although whistler waves may appear to play a neg-
ligible effect in determining the spectral index, they play an
important role in setting up an anisotropic turbulent cascade.
The whistler wave turbulence regime was then investigated
theoretically by Galtier and Bhattacharjee (2003, 2005) in
the limit B0→+∞ (with respect to the ﬂuctuations). It was
shown that similarly to the MHD case, anisotropy is a cen-
tral feature of such a turbulence. Attempts to ﬁnd anisotropic
law for electron MHD was made by Cho and Vishniac (2004)
(see also, Galtier et al., 2005) and a scaling law in kk∼k
1/3
⊥
was found both heuristically and numerically.
Hall MHD is an extension of the standard MHD where
the ion inertia is retained in Ohm’s law. It provides a multi-
scale description of magnetized plasmas from which both the
standardandtheelectronMHDapproximationmayberecov-
ered. Hall MHD is often used to understand, for example,
the magnetic ﬁeld evolution in neutron star crusts (Goldre-
ich and Reisenegger, 1992), the turbulent dynamo (Mininni
et al., 2003), the formation of ﬁlaments (Laveder, Passot and
Sulem, 2002), the multiscale solar wind turbulence (Ghosh
et al., 1996; Krishan and Mahajan, 2004; Galtier, 2006a,b),
or the dynamics of the magnetosheath (Belmont and Rezeau,
2001). Anisotropy in Hall MHD is clearly less understood
than in MHD or electron MHD mainly because the numer-
ical treatment is more limited since a wide range of scales
are necessary to detect any multiscale effects. From a the-
oretical point of view, it is only recently that a wave turbu-
lence theory has been achieved for the incompressible case
(Galtier, 2006b; Sahraoui et al., 2007). For such a turbu-
lence, a global tendency towards anisotropy was found (with,
however, a weaker effect at intermediate scales) with nonlin-
ear transfers preferentially in the direction perpendicular to
the external magnetic ﬁeld B0. The energy spectrum is char-
acterized by two inertial ranges, which are exact solutions of
the wave kinetic equations, separated by a knee. The position
of the knee corresponds to the scale where the Hall term be-
comes sub/dominant. To date, the compressible case is still
an open problem in Hall MHD wave turbulence. Note, how-
ever, the ﬁrst step made by Sahraoui, Belmont and Rezeau
(2003) to formulate the problem of weakly nonlinear com-
pressible Hall MHD equations in terms of Hamiltonian sys-
tem.
4 Wave turbulence formalism
4.1 Wave amplitude equation
Wave turbulence is the study of the long time statistical be-
havior of a sea of weakly nonlinear dispersive waves; this
regime is described by the wave kinetic equations. In this
section we present the wave turbulence formalism which
leads to these nonlinear equations. We will use the inviscid
model equation
∂u(x,t)
∂t
= L(u) + εN(u,u), (12)
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where u is a stationary random vector, L is a linear operator
which insures that waves are solutions of the linear problem,
and N is a quadratic nonlinear operator (like for MHD-type
ﬂows). The factor ε is a small parameter (0<ε1) which
insures that the nonlinearities are weak. For all the applica-
tions considered here, the smallness of the nonlinearities is
the result of the presence of a strong uniform magnetic ﬁeld
B0; the operator L is thus proportional to B0.
Weintroducethe3-DdirectandinverseFouriertransforms
u(x,t) =
Z
R3
A(k,t)exp(ik · x)dk, (13)
A(k,t) =
1
(2π)3
Z
R3
u(x,t)exp(−ik · x)dx. (14)
Therefore, a Fourier transform of Eq. (12) gives for the j-
component

∂
∂t
+ iω(k)

Aj(k,t) = (15)
ε
Z
R6
H
kpq
jmnAm(p,t)An(q,t)δ(k − p − q)dpdq,
where ω(k)=ωk is given by the appropriate dispersion rela-
tion (with in general ω(−k)=−ω(k)) and H is a symmetric
function in its vector arguments which basically depends on
the quadratic nonlinear operator N. Note the use of the Ein-
stein’s notation. We introduce
A(k,t) = a(k,t)e−iωkt , (16)
and obtain in the interaction representation
∂aj(k)
∂t
= ε
Z
R6
H
kpq
jmnam(p)an(q)eik,pqtδk,pqdpdq, (17)
where the Dirac delta function δk,pq=δ(k−p−q) and
k,pq=ωk−ωp−ωq; note that the time dependence in ﬁelds,
a, is omitted for simplicity. Eq. (17) is a fundamental equa-
tion: it is the wave amplitude equation whose dependence in
ε means that weak nonlinearities will modify only slowly in
time the wave amplitude. By nature, all the problems con-
sidered here (MHD, electron and Hall MHD) involve mainly
three-wave interaction processes as it is expected by the form
of the wave amplitude equation. The exponentially oscillat-
ing term is essential for the asymptotic closure: indeed, we
are interested by the long time statistical behavior, i.e. a non-
linear transfer time much greater than the wave period. As a
consequence, most of the nonlinear terms will be destroyed
by random phase mixing and only a few of them – called the
resonance terms – will survive. Note the necessity of having
dispersive waves. Before going to the statistical formalism,
we note the following general properties that will be used
H
kpq
jmn = (H
−k−p−q
jmn )∗ , (18)
H
kpq
jmn is symmetricin(p,q)and(m,n), (19)
H
0pq
jmn = 0, (20)
where, *, stands for the complex conjugate.
4.2 Statistics and asymptotics
We turn now to a statistical description, introduce the ensem-
ble average h...i and deﬁne the density tensor for homoge-
neous turbulence
qjj0(k0)δ(k + k0) = haj(k)aj0(k0)i. (21)
We also assume that on average hu(x,t)i=0 which leads to
the relation H
0pq
jmn=0. From the nonlinear Eq. (17), we ﬁnd
∂qjj0δ(k + k0)
∂t
= haj0(k0)
∂aj(k)
∂t
i+haj(k)
∂aj0(k0)
∂t
i = (22)
ε
Z
R6
H
kpq
jmnham(p)an(q)aj0(k0)ieik,pqtδk,pqdpdq
+
ε
Z
R6
H
k0pq
j0mnham(p)an(q)aj(k)ieik0,pqtδk0,pqdpdq.
A hierarchy of equations will clearly appear which gives for
the third order moment equation
∂haj(k)aj0(k0)aj00(k00)i
∂t
= (23)
ε
Z
R6
H
kpq
jmnham(p)an(q)aj0(k0)aj00(k00)ieik,pqtδk,pqdpdq
+
ε
Z
R6
H
k0pq
j0mnham(p)an(q)aj(k)aj00(k00)ieik0,pqtδk0,pqdpdq
+
ε
Z
R6
H
k00pq
j00mnham(p)an(q)aj(k)aj0(k0)ieik00,pqtδk00,pqdpdq.
At this stage, we may write the fourth order moment in
terms of a sum of the fourth order cumulant plus products
of second order ones, but a natural closure arises for times
asymptotically large (Benney and Saffman, 1966; Benney
and Newell, 1967, 1969; Newell et al., 2001). In this case,
several terms do not contribute at large times like, in partic-
ular, the fourth order cumulant which is not a resonant term.
In other words, the nonlinear regeneration of third order mo-
ments depends essentially on products of second order mo-
ments. The time scale separation imposes a condition of ap-
plicability of wave turbulence which has to be checked in ﬁne
(see e.g., Nazarenko, 2007). After integration in time, we are
left with
haj(k)aj0(k0)aj00(k00)i = (24)
ε
Z
R6
H
kpq
jmn(ham(p)an(q)ihaj0(k0)aj00(k00)i
+ham(p)aj0(k0)ihan(q)aj00(k00)i
+ham(p)aj00(k00)ihan(q)aj0(k0)i)1(k,pq)δk,pqdpdq
+
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ε
Z
R6
H
k0pq
j0mn(ham(p)an(q)ihaj(k)aj00(k00)i
+ham(p)aj(k)ihan(q)aj00(k00)i
+ham(p)aj00(k00)ihan(q)aj(k)i)1(k0,pq)δk0,pqdpdq
+
ε
Z
R6
H
k00pq
j00mn(ham(p)an(q)ihaj(k)aj0(k0)i
+ham(p)aj(k)ihan(q)aj0(k0)i
+ham(p)aj0(k0)ihan(q)aj(k)i)1(k00,pq)δk00,pqdpdq,
where
1(k,pq) =
Z t1/ω
0
eik,pqt0
dt0 =
eik,pqt − 1
ik,pq
. (25)
After integration in wave vectors p and q and simpliﬁcation,
we get
haj(k)aj0(k0)aj00(k00)i = (26)
ε1(kk0k00)δkk0k00
(Hk−k0−k00
jmn qmj0(k0)qnj00(k00) + Hk−k00−k0
jmn qmj00(k00)qnj0(k0)
+Hk0−k−k00
j0mn qmj(k)qnj00(k00) + Hk0−k00−k
j0mn qmj00(k00)qnj(k)
+Hk00−k−k0
j00mn qmj(k)qnj0(k0) + Hk00−k0−k
j00mn qmj0(k0)qnj(k)).
The symmetries (19) lead to
haj(k)aj0(k0)aj00(k00)i = (27)
2ε1(kk0k00)δkk0k00(Hk−k0−k00
jmn qmj0(k0)qnj00(k00)
+Hk0−k−k00
j0mn qmj(k)qnj00(k00) + Hk00−k−k0
j00mn qmj(k)qnj0(k0)).
The latter expression may be introduced into Eq. (22). We
take the long time limit for which
1(x) → πδ(x) + iP(1/x), (28)
with P the principal value of the integral. Note that this limit,
at this level, introduces irreversibility in time. We ﬁnally ﬁnd
the asymptotically exact wave kinetic equations
∂qjj0(k)
∂t
= 4πε2
Z
R6
δk,pqδ(k,pq)H
kpq
jmn (29)
[H
p−q−k
mrs qrn(q)qj0s(k) + H
q−pk
nrs qrm(p)qj0s(k)
+H
−k−p−q
j0rs qrm(p)qsn(q)]dpdq.
These general 3-D wave kinetic equations are valid in princi-
ple for any situation where three-wave interaction processes
are dominant; only the form of H will be different. Equation
for the total energy is found with the trace of the tensor den-
sity, qjj(k), whereas other inviscid invariants are obtained by
including non diagonal terms.
4.3 Wave kinetic equations
Equation (29) is the wave kinetic equation for the spectral
tensor components. We see that the mechanism of nonlinear
transfer is based on resonance since we need to satisfy the
relations
ωk = ωp + ωq , (30)
k = p + q. (31)
The solutions deﬁne the resonant manifolds which may have
different forms according to the ﬂow. For example in the
limit of weakly compressible MHD, when the sound speed
is much greater than the Alfv´ en speed, it is possible to
ﬁnd (for the shape of the resonant manifolds in the 3-D k-
space) spheres or tilted planes for Fast-Fast-Alfv´ en and Fast-
Fast-Slow wave interactions, and rays (a degenerescence of
the resonant manifolds) for Fast-Fast-Fast wave interactions
(Galtieretal.,2001). Wealsoﬁndplanesperpendiculartothe
uniform magnetic ﬁeld B0 for Slow-Slow-Slow, Slow-Slow-
Alfv´ en, Slow-Alfv´ en-Alfv´ en or Alfv´ en-Alfv´ en-Alfv´ en wave
interactions; it is a similar situation to incompressible MHD
turbulence (since, at ﬁrst order, slow waves have the same
frequencyasAlfv´ enwaves)forwhichtheresonantmanifolds
foliate the Fourier space.
The representation of the resonant manifolds is always in-
teresting since it gives an idea of how the spectral densi-
ties can redistribute along the mean magnetic ﬁeld direction
whose main effect is the nonlinear transfer reduction along
its direction (Matthaeus et al., 1996). The previous ﬁnding
was conﬁrmed by a detailed analysis of wave compressible
MHD turbulence (Kuznetsov, 2001; Chandran, 2005) in the
small β limit where the wave kinetic equations were derived
as well as their exact power law solutions. The situation for
electron and Hall MHD is more subtle and there is no simple
picture for the resonant manifolds as the one found for MHD.
In this case, it is nevertheless important to check the exis-
tence of a solution to the resonance condition to justify the
domination of three-wave interaction processes over higher
order (four-wave) processes.
The form of the wave kinetic Eq. (29) is the most general
for a dispersive problem as in electron MHD where we ﬁnd
whistlerwaves. TheincompressibleMHDsystemconstitutes
auniquecaseofpseudo-dispersivewavesforwhichwavetur-
bulence applies. In this particular case, some symmetries are
lost and the principal value terms, which cancel each other
in general, remain present. For that reason, incompressible
MHD may be seen as a singular limit of incompressible Hall
MHD (Galtier, 2006b).
4.4 Finite ﬂux solutions
The most spectacular characteristic of the wave kinetic equa-
tions is their ability to provide exact ﬁnite ﬂux solutions.
These solutions are found after applying to the wave kinetic
equations a conformal transform proposed ﬁrst by Zakharov
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and Filonenko (1966) for four-wave interaction processes in
isotropic turbulence (see also, Zakharov, 1967). These so-
lutions are the so-called Kolmogorov spectra. Anisotropy
is almost always found in magnetized plasmas and a bi-
homogeneous conformal transform is then more appropriate
(Kuznetsov, 1972). To simplify the analytical treatment, it is
necessary to assume an axially symmetric medium; then the
wave kinetic Eq. (29) write
∂ ˜ qjj0(k⊥,kk)
∂t
= 4πε2
Z
R6
δk,pqδ(k,pq) ˜ H
kpq
jmn (32)
[ ˜ H
p−q−k
mrs ˜ qrn(q⊥,qk)˜ qj0s(k⊥,k⊥)
+ ˜ H
q−pk
nrs ˜ qrm(p⊥,pk)˜ qj0s(k⊥,kk)
+ ˜ H
−k−p−q
j0rs ˜ qrm(p⊥,pk)˜ qsn(q⊥,qk)]dp⊥dpkdq⊥dqk ,
where ˜ qjj0(k⊥,kk)=qjj0(k)/(2πk⊥) and ˜ H is a geometric
operator. Note that we have performed an integration over
the polar angle. Except for incompressible MHD for which
the wave kinetic equations simplify because of the total ab-
sence of nonlinear transfer along the parallel direction (the
direction along B0), in general we have to deal with the per-
pendicular and parallel directions. In this case, a further as-
sumption may be made if we recall that magnetized plasmas
are strongly anisotropic under the inﬂuence of a strong exter-
nal magnetic ﬁeld B0. In this case, we may write the wave
kinetic equations in the limit k⊥kk. The system of integro-
differential equations obtained is then sufﬁciently reduced to
provide the exact power law solutions. We apply the con-
formal transformation to the equations for inviscid invariants
(total energy, magnetic helicity...)
p⊥ → k2
⊥/p⊥ ,
q⊥ → k⊥q⊥/p⊥ ,
pk → k2
k/pk ,
qk → kkqk/pk ,
(33)
and we search for stationary solutions in the power law form
k−n
⊥ k−m
k . Basicallytwotypesofsolutionsarefound: theﬂux-
less solution, also called the thermodynamic equilibrium so-
lution, which corresponds to the equipartition state for which
the ﬂux is zero, and the ﬁnite ﬂux solution which is the most
interesting one. During the last decades many papers have
been devoted to the ﬁnding of these ﬁnite ﬂux solutions for
isotropic as well as anisotropic wave turbulence (Zakharov
et al., 1992). Recently, and thanks to the high numerical
resolution now available, a new challenge has appeared in
wave turbulence. Indeed, the study of incompressible MHD
wave turbulence (Galtier et al., 2000) suggested that the de-
velopment of the ﬁnite ﬂux solution of the wave kinetic equa-
tions may be preceded by a front characterized by a spec-
trum with a signiﬁcantly steeper scaling law. This ﬁnding is
in contradiction with the theory proposed by Falkovich and
Shafarenko (1991) on the nonlinear front propagation. The
same observation was also made for the inverse cascade in
the nonlinear Schrodinger equation (Lacaze et al., 2001) and
a detailed analysis was given by Connaughton et al. (2003).
In this paper, the anomalous spectrum in the wake was in-
vestigated in the limit of strongly local interactions where
the usual wave kinetic equations can be approximated by a
PDE. Some answers have been given but their generalization
to wave turbulence is still an open problem.
5 Results and predictions from wave turbulence theo-
ries
5.1 Incompressible MHD
We start to summarize the results of wave turbulence in
the incompressible MHD case for which the wave kinetic
equations are singular in the sense that the principal value
terms remain except for the Els¨ asser energies E±. As it
was explained, the origin of this particularity is the pseudo-
dispersive nature of Alfv´ en waves which are a unique case
where wave turbulence theory applies. In the limit of
strongly anisotropic turbulence for which k⊥kk, ﬁnite ﬂux
solutions were found for the stationary energy spectra of
Eq.(32)withthefollowingwavenumberdependence(Galtier
et al., 2000)
E±(k⊥,kk) ∼ f±(kk)k
n±
⊥ (34)
with
n+ + n− = −4. (35)
f± are arbitrary functions of kk and the power law indices
satisfy the condition of locality
− 3 < n± < −1. (36)
This solution are fundamentally linked to the resonance con-
dition which implies the total absence of nonlinear transfer
along the B0 direction. The solutions E± have to be under-
stood as the energy spectra associated to the Els¨ asser ﬁelds.
In other words, the general case of unbalanced turbulence is
considered here.
The locality of interactions is an important issue in plasma
turbulence. According to some recent works in isotropic tur-
bulence, nonlinear interactions seem to be more non local
in MHD than in a pure hydrodynamics in the sense that the
transfer of energy from the velocity ﬁeld to the magnetic ﬁeld
may be a highly non local process in Fourier space (Alex-
akis et al., 2005). The situation is different when we deal
with anisotropic turbulence: in this case interactions (be-
tween perpendicular wavevectors) are mainly local (Alex-
akis et al., 2007). In wave turbulence, the condition Eq. (36)
has to be satisﬁed to validate the exact power law solutions
and avoid any divergence due to nonlocal contributions. In
practice, numerical simulations of the wave kinetic equations
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have clearly shown that the solutions corresponding to local
interactions are attractive (Galtier et al., 2000).
Recently, it was realized that the wave kinetic equa-
tions found in the anisotropic limit may be recovered with-
out the wavenumber condition k⊥kk if initially we retain
the shear-Alfv´ en waves only (Galtier and Chandran, 2006).
Therefore, the ﬁnite ﬂux solution may be extended to the
entire wavenumber space which renders its detection easier.
This idea was tested recently against numerical simulations
(Perez and Boldyrev, 2008) and a spectral signature of wave
turbulence was apparently found.
5.2 Compressible MHD
We turn now to the compressible case for which two limits
have been analyzed. The ﬁrst case (case I) is the one for
which the plasma (thermal) pressure is assumed to be small
as compared to the magnetic pressure (small β limit) and
where three-wave interaction processes that do not involve
slow waves are neglected (Kuznetsov, 2001). In the sec-
ond case (case II) for which we still have β1, slow waves
are neglected and a constant density is imposed (Chandran,
2005). In both situations the general ﬁnite ﬂux solutions are
not obvious to express.
In case I, when only interactions between Alfv´ en and slow
waves are kept, a wave energy spectrum in ∼k−2
⊥ k
−5/2
k is
found which corresponds to a (ﬁnite) constant energy ﬂux
solution. It is claimed that the addition of the interactions
with the fast waves will lead to the same solution since the
dynamics tends to produce strongly anisotropic distributions
of the waves concentrated in k-space within a narrow-angle
cone in the B0 direction (k⊥kk). Under this conditions, the
fast waves coincide with the Alfv´ en waves.
In case II, the general wave kinetic equations do not al-
low us to ﬁnd exact power law solutions. However, when
only Fast-Fast-Fast interactions are kept it is possible to ﬁnd
a ﬁnite ﬂux solution for the fast wave 1-D energy spectrum
which scales as ∼f(θ)k−3/2, where f(θ) is an arbitrary
function of the angle θ between the wave vector k and the
uniform magnetic ﬁeld B0. Numerical simulations of the
general wave kinetic equations are made to ﬁnd a behavior
according, for example, to the angle θ. A solution close to
k−2
⊥ is found for the Alfv´ en wave 2-D energy spectrum (for
different ﬁxed kk) when k⊥kk. The k–spectra plotted at
θ=45o reveal a fast wave 1-D energy spectrum in ∼k−3/2
and an steeper Alfv´ en wave spectrum, while for a small angle
(θ=7.1o) both spectra follow the same scaling law steeper
than k−3/2 (Chandran, 2005).
5.3 Electron MHD
The electron MHD equations under the inﬂuence of a strong
uniform magnetic ﬁeld B0 exhibit dispersive whistler waves.
The wave turbulence regime was analyzed in the incompress-
ible case (Galtier and Bhattacharjee, 2003, 2005) and the
wave kinetic equations were found by using a complex he-
licity decomposition. The strong anisotropic (k⊥kk) ﬁnite
ﬂux solutions correspond to
E(k⊥,kk) ∼ k
−5/2
⊥ k
−1/2
k (37)
for the 2-D magnetic energy spectrum, and
H(k⊥,kk) ∼ k
−7/2
⊥ k
−1/2
k (38)
for the 2-D magnetic helicity spectrum. As for the other
cases presented above, a direct cascade was found for the
energy. In particular, it was shown that contrary to MHD the
wave kinetic equations, which involve three-wave interaction
processes, are characterized by a nonlinear transfer that de-
creases linearly with kk; for kk=0, the transfer is found to
be exactly null. Thus the 2-D modes (also called sometimes
slow modes) decouple from the three-dimensional whistler
waves. Such decoupling is found in a variety of problems
as in rotating turbulence (Galtier, 2003; Sagaut and Cambon,
2008).
5.4 Hall MHD
The last example exposed in this paper is the Hall MHD case
which incorporates both the standard MHD and the electron
MHD approximations. This system is much heavier to ana-
lyze in the regime of wave turbulence and it is only recently
that a theory has been proposed (Galtier, 2006b). The gen-
eral theory emphasizes the fact that the large scale limit of
standard MHD becomes singular with the apparition of new
type of terms, the principal value terms. Of course, the large
scale and small scale limits tend to the appropriate theories
developed previously, but in additionit is possibleto describe
the connection between them at intermediate scales (scales
of the order of the ion skin depth di). For example, moderate
anisotropy is predicted at this intermediate scales whereas it
is much stronger for other scales. It is also interesting to note
that the small scale limit gives a system of equations richer
than the pure electron MHD system (Galtier and Bhattachar-
jee, 2003) with the possibility to describe the sub-dominant
kinetic energy dynamics. Exact power law solution for the
kinetic energy spectrum is also found for ion cyclotron wave
turbulence which scales as
E(k⊥,kk) ∼ k
−5/2
⊥ k
−1/2
k . (39)
To date, the wave kinetic equations of Hall MHD have not
been simulated numerically even in its simpliﬁed form (when
helicity terms are discarded). It is an essential step to under-
stand much better the dynamics at intermediate scales.
6 Conclusions
6.1 Summary
Waves and turbulence are two fundamental ingredients of
many magnetized plasmas. The most spectacular illustration
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of such characteristics is probably given by the latest obser-
vations of the Sun’s atmosphere with the orbital solar obser-
vatory Hinode launched at the end of 2006. For the ﬁrst time,
detection of Alfv´ en waves is made through the small oscilla-
tions of many thin structures called threads. In the meantime
the highly dynamical nature of coronal loops is revealed by
non-thermal velocities detected with spectrometers. These
ﬁndings are considered as a remarkable step in our under-
standing of the solar coronal heating; for that reason, new
models including waves and turbulence may be a promising
waytoheatthesolarcoronainadditiontoothermodelsbased
on physical processes like magnetic reconnection (Regnier et
al., 2008).
The interplanetary medium is another example of mag-
netized plasma where waves and turbulence are detected.
In this framework, the origin of the so-called ”dissipative
range”, i.e. the extension of the turbulent inertial range be-
yond a fraction of hertz, is currently one of the main issue
discussed in the community. Although a ﬁnal answer is not
given yet, wave turbulence is a promising regime to under-
stand the inner solar wind dynamics in the sense that it gives
exact results in regards to the possible multiscale behavior of
magnetized plasmasas well as the intensity ofthe anisotropic
transfer between modes.
The main feature of magnetized plasmas in the regime of
wave turbulence is the omnipresence of anisotropy and the
possibility to have different spectral scaling laws according
to the space direction. To achieve a proper comparison be-
tweenobservationaldataandtheoreticalpredictions, notonly
in situ measurements are necessary, but multipoints data have
also to be accessible. It is at this price that the true nature of
magnetized plasmas will be revealed. The magnetosphere is
the ﬁrst medium where it is possible to perform such a com-
parison thanks to Cluster (Sahraoui et al., 2006).
6.2 Coexistence of wave and strong turbulence
Numerical simulation is currently the main tool to improve
our knowledge on wave turbulence in magnetized plasmas
since we are still limited by the observational (single point)
data. Two types of simulations are available: the simula-
tion of the wave kinetic equations and the so-called direct
numerical simulation of the original MHD-type equations.
In the former case, it is a way to ﬁnd for instance the spectral
scaling laws when the wave kinetic equations are too com-
plicated to get the exact solutions after application of the
usual conformal transform. An example is given by com-
pressible MHD: in this case, the numerics revealed a change
of power law in the energy spectrum with the angle between
the wave vector and the mean magnetic ﬁeld B0 (Chandran,
2005). These numerical simulations may also be useful to
investigate wave turbulence when an external forcing is ap-
plied like in incompressible MHD (Galtier and Nazarenko,
2008).
For direct numerical simulation, the challenge is slightly
different: indeed, in this case the main goal is the measure of
the transition between strong and wave turbulence, and thus
between isotropic and anisotropic turbulence. The former
regime has been extensively studied since more than three
decades whereas the latter is still a young topics. The main
topic of such a simulation is also to ﬁnd general properties
that could help us to understand the single point measure-
ments made in natural plasmas. We arrive here at the heart
of current issues in wave turbulence. One of the most im-
portant points emphasized by recent direct numerical simu-
lations in incompressible MHD is the coexistence of wave
and strong turbulence (Bigot et al., 2008b). This characteris-
tic should not be a surprise since basically wave turbulence is
a perturbative theory which must satisfy condition of appli-
cability. In this case, the 2-D state (kk=0) evolves differently
from the 3-D modes (kk>0) since the former case is charac-
terized by strong turbulence and the latter mainly by wave
turbulence. This comment, although simple, is fundamental
and not really taken into account by the community. Indeed,
wave turbulence will not be revealed in natural as well as
simulated plasmas as long as strong and wave turbulence are
not separated. A recent work (Bigot et al., 2008b) shows that
the true nature of wave turbulence in incompressible MHD
is revealed when the 2-D state is ﬁltered out. For example,
much steeper energy spectra are found for 3-D modes com-
pared to the 2-D state. The k−2
⊥ scaling is still a challenging
solution for direct numerical simulations since it requires a
wide inertial range to satisfy the condition k⊥kk, but the
latest results are promising since they are already very close
to it. Note that these spectra are only visible at a ﬁxed kk
and it is hidden in a k
−5/3
⊥ if it is plotted after summation
over the kk. The same simulations also show (as expected)
an equipartition between kinetic and magnetic energies for 3-
D modes whereas the 2-D state exhibits a state dominated by
the magnetic energy (Alfv´ en ratio smaller than one, i.e. a ra-
tio between kinetic and magnetic energies smaller than one).
Information about structures and the ﬁlamentation of current
and vorticity sheets are also reported.
In the light of such simulations, in particular the direct
one, new questions arise for natural plasmas. For the solar
wind, does the −5/3 spectrum correspond to a bias since sin-
gle point measurements automatically mean a 1-D spectrum?
Is the small Alfv´ en ratio, around 0.5 at one AU (Bruno and
Carbone, 2005), due essentially to the 2-D state? Is intermit-
tency mainly due to the 2D state or interactions between the
2-D state and the 3-D modes? Only multispacecraft mission
– like Cluster – can answer such questions. The apparent
condensation into ﬁlaments discussed above reminds ones of
the coronal loops observed on the Sun. Could the coronal
strands be the end result of a nonlinear process occurring in
anisotropic MHD turbulence? Current and future missions
will certainly help us to answer these questions.
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6.3 Theoretical issues in anisotropic turbulence
Anisotropic turbulence is characterized by the possibility to
have different spectral scaling laws according to the space
direction. Progress has been made during the last decade to
quantify heuristically such anisotropy. It is mainly based on
the assumption of a (critical) balance between the wave time
and the eddy-turnover time. Principal applications are MHD
and electron MHD, in the incompressible case, in which we
ﬁnd respectively, kk∼k
2/3
⊥ and kk∼k
1/3
⊥ (see e.g., Goldreich
and Sridhar, 1995). Although these scaling laws are reported
by several direct numerical simulations, the associated en-
ergy spectrum is still a subject of discussion in regards to the
1-D versus 2-D scaling (as explained above). This subject of
research is probably one of the most important for the future.
It is fundamental to remind at this point that the scalings
proposed between parallel and perpendicular wavenumbers
are by nature heuristic and we should not invoke the word
”theory” as often reported (and reserve it, for example, to
wave turbulence). Contrary to hydrodynamics where the
−5/3-spectrum is supported indirectly by a theory – the so
called four-ﬁfth’s law – and where the world ”theory” is in
this sense more justiﬁed, to date in anisotropic MHD there
is no equivalent, nor in anisotropic electron/Hall MHD, in
the incompressible as well as the compressible case. Note,
however, the recent progress in incompressible electron and
Hall MHD where the equivalent of the four-ﬁfth’s law is now
derived (Galtier, 2008a,b) and put therefore the −7/3 energy
spectrum law of strong turbulence (Biskamp et al., 1996) on
a more solid foundation (since it is compatible dimension-
ally). The generalization of the isotropic four-third’s law
to anisotropy MHD turbulence may be the next fundamen-
tal step to reach in order to give, for the ﬁrst time, a theory of
strong anisotropic turbulence.
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